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Preliminary research aims to uncover whether facial expressions and mannerisms (vultology)
are more heavily determined by environmental upbringing or genetic factors. Facial analysis
using the CTVC (Cognitive Type Vultology Code 1.1) was used on twenty pairs of identical
twins; measuring similarities in voice tone, facial muscle contractions and body movements.
This included five pairs of twins that were separated at birth for between 10-33 years, having no
means through which to imitate one another’s expressions. The study concluded that 100% of
participants shared the same expressive profile and vultological type, offering strong support for
the hypothesis that expressive profile is intimately tied to genetic factors.

1. Introduction
While much research has been conducted on the
various similarities between identical and fraternal twins in
order to determine the scope and influence of genetic factors,
the question of whether our facial expressions and mannerisms are a byproduct of environmental influences or genetic
varibles has obtained relatively little attention. Through the
use of the Cognitive Type Vultology Code (CTVC), an analysis was performed of twenty randomly selected pairs of identical twins in order to determine how similar the expressive
profile of identical twins are to each other.

1.1 Using the Instrument
The CTVC instrument, under development by J.E.
Sandoval and L. Renee Bayard, consists of 110 signals which
catalog four main aspects of a person’s expression: facial
muscle contractions, voice intonation, body posture/movements and elements of speech. The instrument quantifies a
person’s expressions using eight main signal groupings (each
consisting of ~10 signals). If the instrument identifies a predominance of one of these signal categories in a person’s
facial/body expressions, that individual is grouped together
with others who also share the same predominance in their
bodily expression.The 110 signals used to categorize the
subjects are publicly available in the form of static images,
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animated images, audio files and video media at www.cognitivetype.com/ctvc.
For this pilot study, the fourty subjects were ascertained and categorized by the researchers through a preliminary examination of 10-15 minutes of footage per subject.
The official study to follow will contain a second-by-second
breakdown of the visible signals displayed by each subject
during a specified timeframe, as well as a statistical analysis
of those signals to determine the percentage of similarity between the pairs of twins. For this initial report, the primary
category (of eight) and secondary category (of sixteen) were
noted - grouping the fourty samples into one of sixteen different visual profiles according to the Cognitive Type system.

2. Results
Figure 1 lists the names of the fourty public twin
samples selected, alongside the primary media footage used
to determine their vultological type. Of the samples analyzed, all fourty subjects displayed significant visual similarities to their identical pair, including the same type and
subtype designation. This included ten subjects which were
separated from their twins for periods between 10-33 years.
Footage analyzed before and after their documented first
meetings also demonstrated the same vultological profile.
This suggests that vultological type is strongly influenced by
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genetic factors, and less determined by a behavioral learning
process or environmental exposures.
In the formal study to follow, a larger sample size,
including fraternal twins, will be used to help give a stronger
determination of the degree of influence genetic factors hold
over visual expression.
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